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Senior Associate Consultant Mireya McKee

17 years experience in chemistry, medical, and nanotechnology research and 
technology transfer

• 2 years at Oxentia as a Senior Associate Consultant
• 4 years at OUI as Consultant and later Senior Consultant
• 4.5 years Nanotechnology research at Oxford
• 5.5 years  Anti-cancer drug discovery research at  Texas
• 1 year internship at Texas A&M characterizing Natural Products
• Originally from Mexico
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Isis Enterprise 
(old logo)

A Brief History of Oxentia
From Concept to a success Consulting Business

Photo of the Isis World Map logo

Creation of Isis Innovation 
Ltd, the technology 
transfer company of the 
University of Oxford. 

The name Isis came from 
the name of the river that 
runs through the Oxford.

Isis Enterprise established 
to address an increasing 
interest in technology 
transfer best practice.

First clients included NERC 
& the Carbon Trust.

Activities expanded 
internationally, with clients 
in Spain, Latin America, 
and Asia.

Isis Enterprise’s inter-
national achievements were 
recognised in the 
presentation of a Queen’s 
Award for Enterprise.

Isis Enterprise is rebranded 
to Oxentia – Oxford’s Global 
Innovation Consultancy.

1988 2004 2009 2015 2017
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How we assist our clients
A Selection of our Services

• IP Policy workshops
• Enabling organisations to develop a suitable IP Policy

• Marketing and communication of the benefits of IP commercialisation to 
academics

• International Technology Transfer Support
• Project evaluations, market research and patent strategy

• Marketing and identification of licensees

• IP Portfolio Reviews
• Assessment and rationalisation of IP Portfolios

• Identification of valuable IP Assets for commercialisation
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• Accredited Technology Transfer Course
• 2 day training course covering fundamentals of technology transfer

• Awards 15 CPD points towards RTTP Qualification

• Held regularly in Oxford…. Exploring regional events

• Entrepreneurship boot camps

• 1-2 week intensive training programmes, in-country or Oxford-based

• Business Modelling

• Pitching for investment

• Soft skills development – Presentations and Negotiation

• Fundamentals of Finance and financial management

• Sustainable value is achieved through 6-9 months of follow-on 
coaching & mentoring

How we assist our clients
A Selection of our Services
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Session Overview

• Barriers for innovation from the traditional TT process

• Strategies for developing successful TT with a focus on impact, entrepreneurship 
and innovation

• People & Culture

• Processes & policies

• Patent & KE budget

• Proof-of-concept

• Partnerships & Networks

• Spin-outs

• Examples of innovation and entrepreneurship programmes we run around the 
world
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Barriers for innovation from the 
traditional TT process
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The traditional way of looking at TT

Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out
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In real life…

Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out

This is not 
science… 

not 
interested

Should this 
be patented, 
if so where 
and how? 

Call me back 
when you 

have 
something 
that works

What 
about me? 

I have 
good ideas 

too!

This is going to 
need a ton of 

money and time!

Am I really 
going to 

make money 
from this?

I don’t 
understand 

this

This is very 
different than 
running a lab

I don’t know if 
this is my 

responsibility
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The facts

<13% generates enough
income to cover TTO 
operational costs

75%  all licensing
income went to 10% 
universities

Source: “University Start-Ups: Critical for Improving Technology Transfer” W.D. Valdivia 2013
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Licensing vs Research Income

Sample text

MIT

$62 m

$728 m

Oxford

£22 m

£537 m

Stanford

$ 94 m

$1,600 m

Texas

$ 62 m 

$2,700 m
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Strategies for developing successful TT 
with a focus on impact, 
entrepreneurship and innovation
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Starting point - Research

Oxford Research Funding 2017 : £537million

World University Ranking 2018

The largest volume of world-leading (4*) research and impact in the UK – REF 2014

Based on Research, Knowledge Transfer and International Outlook
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Successful KT

People & 
Culture

Processes & 
policies

Patent & KE 
budget

Proof-of-
concept

Partnerships 
& Networks
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People and culture
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People and culture – overcoming barriers

Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out

This is not 
science… 

not 
interested

What 
about me? 

I have 
good ideas 

too!
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KTO staff
Focus on 
IMPACT

Innovation in 
the Curriculum

Entrepreneurial 
students

People and culture strategies
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Having the right KEC staff is key

Its not just about the hard skills…. Often the soft skills are more 
important for successful KEC

Right mix of science and business experience

Scientists who understand:

‣ Language of business

‣ Commercial drivers

‣ Dynamics of business

Business people who can:

‣ Build rapport 

‣ Develop credibility with 

researchers

‣ Understand the university/research 

culture

Hard Skills
• Post-grad level degree
• Sector specialism appropriate 

to  ‘parent organisation‘
• And/or a business degree
• Ability to speak English 

Soft Skills
• People skills
• Project management
• Leadership
• Communications
• Negotiation skills
• Presentations
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Driving Impact in the UK

Research Excellence Framework 2014 - A new system for assessing the quality of 
research in UK higher education institutions

65% - OUTPUTS
Eg: publications, articles, book 
chapters etc.
Originality, significance & rigour

20% - IMPACT 
Effect on, change or benefit to 

economy, society, public policy etc.
Reach & significance

15% - ENVIRONMENT
Eg: strategy, resources and 

infrastructure that support research
Vitality & Sustainability
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Making impact a focus of the university
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Oxford University Innovation Impact

Direct Impact

• Creation of new products and services

• Consulting agreements

Economic Impact

(Oxford  and beyond) 

• £400m Gross Value Added (GVA) to the global economy 
in 2012/2013

• 5,000 global jobs created or sustained

• 3,400 UK jobs supported

• Licence fee holders generated £96m in additional 
revenues

Source: BiGGAR Economics, una consultoria independiente, Febrero 2014
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Viewpoint of KT within the university

Teaching Research

Knowledge Exchange
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Innovation Mixed Into the Curriculum

Centre for Doctoral Training (CDT) 
in Healthcare Innovation. 

4 years: one year intensive training, 
3 years’ PhD. 

“On graduating, you 
will not only have gained 

an Oxford PhD (D.Phil) in engineering 
but will 

have first-hand experience of 
working on clinical problems 

alongside engineers 
involved in the healthcare 

industry”

“You should be positive about multi-disciplinary research 
and have a strong interest in Biomedical engineering as 

your PhD thesis will be in one of the following areas: 
information – driven healthcare; modeling for 
personalised healthcare; cancer therapeutics”
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Student entrepreneurship
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Processes and policies
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Policies and process can promote or hinder 
innovation

Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out

I don’t know if 
this is my 

responsibility
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OUI Processes & policies

OUI Organizational Structure

Objectives

StrategyMetrics
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Policies are meant to evolve

“We’ve updated our vision, mission, strategy and corporate goals – placing impact 
right at the centre of what we do. 

• Our incubator offer is changing with a new deal on equity that’s seen our new incubator 
manager’s inbox swamped. 

• We’ll soon be unveiling a new commercialisation option geared towards our colleagues in 
Humanities and Social Sciences divisions. 

• We’re fully behind the proposed clarification on student IP which will help students feel secure 
that they can innovate with the full support of the university and keep their ideas”

Dr Matt Perkins, CEO, Oxford University Innovation
August 2018
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Empowered TTOs

➢Support from University at Top Level

• TT seen as a valuable activity for institution

• Financial support for TT activities

• Incentives that promote innovation

➢Full-time employees

➢Decision making processes within TTO
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Models vary on degree of sub-contracting; 
variable control by RTO

HIGH CONTROL

For example MIT, 
NERC UK. 

TTO within, part 
of admin

For example
Oxford
University
Innovation

Wholly-
owned 
company 

For example 
Sheffield,
Cardiff

Private or 
publically held TT 
company, 

For example 
Oxford Brookes, 
Aston by OUI

TT Service- No
ownership  
agreements with 
provider

LOW CONTROL 
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Multi-Institutional Tech Transfer Structure

• Various ways to structure tech transfer for 
multi-institutional organizations

• The basic structures are:

1) Separate TTOs for each institution

2) One Central TTO for all of the 
institutions

3) A Hybrid approach with a mix of multi 
and single institutional TTOs or clusters 
of institutions.

• Also various outsourcing options for 
various aspects of the TTO process

Separate
TTOs each institutions

Central

TTO

Institution

Institution

Institution

Hybrid Hybrid

Hybrid

Hybrid

Hybrid

Hybrid
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Patent and KE budget
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Filing patents when necessary but having a 
broader view of KE

Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out
Should this 

be patented, 
if so where 
and how? 
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Having an adequate KT budget is important

• You need to have the ability to protect an innovation in its potential markets

• OUI:
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Yet… not always are patents needed

• Just because you can patent something doesn’t mean you should

Temporary and exclusive monopoly rights 

in return for a public disclosure of your invention 
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Adopting a broader view of Knowledge Transfer

• OUI Spokes in departments • Commercializing social 
sciences and humanities

https://vimeo.com/266520455

https://vimeo.com/266520455
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Academic consulting

Helps Oxford academics to identify consulting 
opportunities

Supports university departments to offer their 
services and installations

Provides acess to external organizations to the 
expertise and resources of Oxford University
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OUI Start-up incubator
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Working with entrepreneurs- OxCEI Launchpad 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi_h-OyxabJAhVBChoKHRvODzcQjRwIBw&url=http://blog.whiteoctober.co.uk/2014/05/14/podcast-how-does-the-the-oxford-launchpad-help-entrepreneurs/&bvm=bv.108194040,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNHoa_okT5XsEp92mZFFqLyA9heivA&ust=1448367884058731
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjEr7zSxabJAhWC0hoKHUyyD70QjRwIBw&url=https://twitter.com/oxlaunchpad&bvm=bv.108194040,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNHoa_okT5XsEp92mZFFqLyA9heivA&ust=1448367884058731
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Proof-of-concept, seed funding and 
acceleration
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Funding early stage innovations

Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out

This is going to 
need a ton of 

money and time!
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Valley of Death

“Valley of Death”

InvestorsResearch funds

Proof-of-concep

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAkQjRwwAGoVChMIn5HZ67j9xgIVQRsUCh2g8g2w&url=http://www.3dcadbrowser.com/download.aspx?3dmodel%3D8687&ei=LEK3VZ_LCcG2UKDlt4AL&psig=AFQjCNEAQ05sfC_JTKotsZmar0yy_293CQ&ust=1438159788301234
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3) Proof-of-concept & translational funding
Oxford University Challenge Seed Fund

• Launched 1999 with £4m (£1m OU)

• Contributors UK Government, Wellcome Trust 
and Gatsby Foundation

• Over £9m invested in 162 projects

• One of the few UCSF funds still running 
in its original form

• 42 spinouts created

Oxford Invention Fund

• Launched in 2010 with £1.5m

• Donate to support development of new 
technologies from Oxford

• Donations from University, alumni and 
Johnson & Johnson

• Over £2.5m invested in 42 projects

• 11 spinouts created

University of Oxford Innovation Fund

• EIS/SEIS funds for investors managed by 
Parkwalk Advisors 

• Oxford University Innovation is Portfolio Advisor

• Funds 1 & 2 (£1.25m & £1.75m) fully committed, 
3rd fund now being distributed

LAB282
• A £13m drug discovery partnership 

between Oxford University, OUI, Evotec and 
Oxford Sciences Innovation (OSI)

• Makes translational funding available to 
researchers developing promising drug 
discovery projects that are ripe for rapid 
commercial development
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1st Round Funding Onwards

£600m to create new spin-outs over the next 15 years, they get half of
Oxford’s shares

Preferences to invest in Mathematical, Physical, Life Sciences and 
Medical Sciences divisions

SEIS main investors

Private, last value $1.1bn LSE market cap $314m Nasdaq market cap $318m

Previous Successes from MPLS

Oxford Sciences and Innovation Partnership

OSI invested £24.6m in 29 companies during the past financial year, and has invested a 
total of £57.9m in 40 companies since its creation in 2015.
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Understanding different fields have different 
acceleration requirements

• Bioescalator
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Partnerships and networks
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Leveraging your networks and 
partnerships to understand market 
needs

Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out

Call me back 
when you 

have 
something 
that works

I don’t 
understand 

this
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Define the Product and Potential Market

• What is the product?
• Commercial applications?

• Perceived advantages and benefits?

• What are the Unique Selling Points (USPs) or competitive advantage of the product?

• What is the market?
• One market or multiple markets?
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Market characteristics

• Market maturity and dynamics - growing or declining?

• Market size - large or small?

• One market segment or multiple segments?

Innovators Early
Adopters

Early
Majority

Late
Majority

Laggards

M
ar

ke
t 

Si
ze

Time
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Product Development Plan
Minimal Viable Product (MVP)

• What is it?

• A version of the product that has the minimum level of functionality to satisfy early adopters
• NOT the final product; a means of refining the design of the final product
• E.g. a series of questions for a customer → a prototype of the product with initial validation. 

• Why MVP?

• Validate or invalidate assumptions for better product/market fit
• Use it to collect information about target customers with the least effort. 
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Proof of Concept – 3D Scanner
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Virtual Reality Headset
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Strategic Partnerships
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Facilitating agreements with Industry

• Lambert Toolkit

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/university-and-business-
collaboration-agreements-lambert-toolkit

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/university-and-business-collaboration-agreements-lambert-toolkit
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Oxford Innovation EcosystemPartnerships & Networks
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Spin-outs
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Identify Protect Market LicenseTranslate

Spin-out

Am I really 
going to 

make money 
from this?

This is very 
different than 
running a lab

Spin-outs
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Spin-outs require a lot more effort than licenses

New Company
University of 

Oxford

Founders

Oxford University
Innovation

Consultancy

Research Contract

OXFORD

Assignment

Licence

Spinning-out

Licensing

Licence Back

OXFORD

University of 
Oxford

Oxford University 
Innovation

Existing Company
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Adapting to changes

Pre-OIS deal

• 4-7 spin-outs 
a year

Post-OIS deal

• ~20 
spinouts/year
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Comparison of OUI’s spin-outs and others around 
the world 

Source: Global University Venturing http://www.globaluniversityventuring.com/article.php/6810/2013-17-data-review

http://www.globaluniversityventuring.com/article.php/6810/2013-17-data-review
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Academics don’t necessarily make great CEOs

• OUI supports initial business plan writing if no CEO is available yet

• Do not spin-out until CEO is found and funding is available
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Spun-out in 2005 from Hagan Bayley’s lab with seed investment 
from the IP Group

Raised >£250m investment to date

Now developed and selling MinION, portable protein nanopore 
DNA sequencing USB device

Device currently runs at 450 bases per second per nanopore 
(sequence viruses in seconds and humans in hours)

Current valuation £1.5 bn

Investors need to know what it takes to make money from a 
university spin-out
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Isis Angels Network

8% super angels

266 business angels and some VCs

10 different countries 

In the last 5 years, ventures pitching to IAN have raised 
over £14m

70 Investments per year

Angel’s network
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Tax incentives for Investors
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Examples of innovation and 
entrepreneurship programmes from 
around the world
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Accelerator programmes designed for science-
based innovations
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What’s different about our acceleration 
programmes?

• Innovations from around the world – can be license opportunities, start-ups or 
spin-outs

• Run with local partnerships to have both UK and local mentors

• Early-stage innovations are welcome

• No equity taken in resulting ventures

• Focus on supporting issues that science based-innovations face:
• IP support
• Demonstrating market traction
• Accessing international markets
• Making compelling business cases for early-stage investors

• Pitching to UK and local investors
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Accredited courses available

• Count towards RTTP status (granted by The Alliance of Technology Professionals)

Technology Transfer: 
Theory to Practice 

Valuation and 
Deal-Making

Commercialising Software 
and Digital Know-How

Register your interest at: https://www.oxentia.com/attp-latam/

https://www.oxentia.com/attp-latam/
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Policy and benchmarking 
studies

Innovation Management

KEC Partnerships

Translational Funding 
Impact Reviews

Please feel free to contact us to discuss how Oxentia can best assist your organisation. 

Dr  Mireya McKee
Senior Associate consultant
T: +1 (919) 702 6174
E: Mireya.mckee@oxentia.com

Technology Transfer 
Training 

Innovation Ecosystem 
Development

Technology & Market Due 
Diligence 

Technology Scouting

Contact us


